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Abstract: Ugo Rozzo quipped, “it should also be obvious that the paratext is not the text (even if it is a text).” His sentiment certainly is reflected in most Greek New Testament manuscripts: the page focuses on the scriptures, and paratexts serve the reader in navigating, understanding, and appreciating the sacred words. Determining paratextual relationships in Greek New Testament manuscripts with catenae is more complicated because of the presence of a second extensive text in the same codex. This article explores the relationship between the scriptures and the catenae in manuscripts of the gospels. It proposes that some catena manuscripts reverse the usual text-paratext relationship and decentralizes the biblical text, including it as a reference for the commentary. The format of the constituent elements within a manuscript does not alone suffice to determine the paratextual relationships in commentary manuscripts.

1. Introduction

Paratextual studies of Greek New Testament manuscripts have opened new paths for considering the text and reception of the Greek New Testament by analyzing material that has largely been ignored in the history of New Testament textual scholarship. The most extensive of these extrabiblical texts within many New Testament manuscripts are catenae—a form of Byzantine...
commentary on the scriptures developed in the sixth century that is composed of a series of exegetical extracts from multiple early Christian writers often presented alongside the biblical text. Construing the paratextual relationship between the scripture and the scholia in Greek New Testament catena manuscripts proves to be a perplexing task. They are complicated artifacts because the codices bear at least two lengthy texts that are closely related and arranged in sometimes opaque ways. It is not always immediately obvious what is the text and what is the paratext in these manuscripts. Two recent studies, one by Patrick Andrist and the other coauthored by Andrist and Marilena Maniaci, raise the problems catenae pose in defining paratextual relationships in Greek New Testament manuscripts but leave them unresolved.\(^2\)

By attending to the transmission, presentation, and composition of catenae on the gospels, the present study seeks to clarify the paratextual relationship between the scripture and the scholia. The conclusion is that format alone cannot determine the direction of paratextuality in Greek New Testament catena manuscripts because other indicators show that in some codices the biblical text has been decentralized—regardless of its position on the page—and is treated as a paratext to the catena.

### 2. Paratexts and Catenae

Gérard Genette’s pioneering work on paratexts offered a new paradigm for book scholars to consider writings and their material existence.\(^3\) However, as Genette was a literary critic interested in modern printed books, his concepts required adaptation so that they could be applied to the study of manuscripts. Andrist synthesized Genette’s concepts and crafted a definition of paratexts for manuscripts: “A paratext is a piece of content whose presence in the codex directly depends, as far as its meaning is concerned, upon another piece of content.”\(^4\) This definition works in most cases in Greek New Testament manuscripts because the copyist makes the primary text apparent. Readers can see the boundaries—physical or textual—distinguishing one text from another and comprehend the dependence between pieces of content.

Greek New Testament catena manuscripts, however, do not answer these questions neatly. In the same article, Andrist recognizes the complexities catenae pose and identifies two possibilities for the relationship between the biblical text and the commentary in frame catenae.

---


\(^{4}\) Andrist, “Toward a Definition,” 139. Published at nearly the same time, Peterson also adapted Genette’s definition of paratexts and paratextual features for manuscripts, reaching a similar position as Andrist: Peterson, “Patterns of Correction as Paratext,” 202–5.
The first option is that the catena and the biblical text together form a unique complex work.\(^5\) In this view, the scripture and scholia in a single manuscript are a text together. Therefore, no paratextual relationship exists. The second option is that the catena is a paratext of the biblical text. Andrist favors this position here because the catenae “lose their relevance when separated from the corresponding biblical ‘texts-as-witness,’” whereas the biblical text is always coherent on its own.\(^6\) He adds that the catena textual tradition itself is flexible—having been edited or adapted independently by the scribe of a particular manuscript—in a way that signifies it is dependent on the more static text of the Bible.\(^7\) While Andrist does not consider in this piece the third possibility that the catena could be the text of which the scriptures are a paratext, that concept surfaces in a more recent work. In this article, Andrist and Maniaci asked significant questions about catenae:

Should the whole set of scholia and the biblical text be analysed as two (or more) works? Or is it more relevant to consider all of them together as a single complex work, which thus includes several previous works or parts of works? In any case, are the scholia paratexts to the plain text of the Bible? Or are the scholia the plain text, and the biblical text a necessary series of quotations, such as many commentators cite when expounding? Or does the page layout decide which one is the plain text?\(^8\)

Here the authors raise the possibility of inverting the text-paratext relationship between the catena and the biblical text and suggest a method for making that determination, namely, the page layout. Yet in this piece, which is admittedly a precursor to a revised edition of *La Syntaxe du Codex*, they do not answer their own questions.\(^9\) Catenae are left complicated. The possibilities and questions raised in these two works not only pertain to the difficulties of understanding paratextuality in Greek manuscripts, but they are also analogous to pressing questions about the texts and development of catenae.

### 2.1. The Transmission of Catenae in Manuscripts

Establishing what kind of work catenae are and comprehending their textual tradition is a perplexing task. It yields exasperated remarks such as Charles Kannengiesser’s determination that the study of catenae is “a bewildering task” and William R. S. Lamb’s characterization of them

---

\(^5\) Andrist, “Toward a Definition,” 143. Andrist’s terminology here is specific. He distinguishes between two types of texts found in manuscripts: a “text-as-opus,” which is the initial or original copy of a work. This is juxtaposed to a “text-as-witness,” which is a copy of an already existing opus (“Toward a Definition,” 135–36). See also the updated explanation of the contents in manuscripts in Andrist and Maniaci, “Codex’s Contents,” 370–74; and Patrick Andrist, “The Limits of Paratexts/Paracontents in Manuscripts: Revisiting Old Questions and Posing New Ones,” *COMSt Bulletin* 8 (2022): 213–31. These correspond to D. C. Parker’s trichotomy of documents-texts-works, wherein a work is a written production, equivalent to Andrist’s “opus”; a document is a specific copy of that work; and a text is “the form of the work contained in that manuscript,” which would equate to Andrist’s “text-as-witness”: D. C. Parker, *Textual Scholarship and the Making of the New Testament* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 29.

\(^6\) Andrist, “Toward a Definition,” 143.

\(^7\) Andrist, “Toward a Definition,” 143.

\(^8\) Andrist and Maniaci, “The Codex’s Contents,” 386.

\(^9\) Patrick Andrist, Paul Canart, and Marilena Maniaci, *La syntaxe du codex: Essai de codicologie structurale*, Bibliologia 34 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013). See also the brief discussion of catenae as subordinate texts in this work (107–8).
as “chaotic.”

While these works and their manuscripts present challenges for researchers, the tools to create some order out of the chaos exist. In order to adduce the paratextual relationship between the biblical and commentary texts in Greek New Testament catena manuscripts, the nature of the catena text must be determined.

Lamb presents an open-book model for the transmission of catenae that posits that the catenae are so flexible that each catena manuscript is a new creation by that manuscript’s scribe and that establishing genealogical relationships between the manuscripts or various types of catenae is impossible and unnecessary. Indeed, the texts of catenae were copied in more divergent ways than the Greek New Testament. The catenae were amended by abbreviating or omitting some extracts or by inserting new ones, along with the usual litany of unintentional changes to the text that come in any manuscript. Lamb claims that there is no single Urtext that stands at the head of the stream for all future catena manuscripts of a particular book. Lamb is correct that no single catena on Mark, catena on Matthew, or any other biblical book can be reconstructed from the entire textual tradition. Yet his portrayal of the catena tradition’s flexibility fails to recognize the composition history of the catenae. There are multiple distinct catena commentaries on each gospel with their own textual traditions. This mirrors, in a way, the numerous commentaries on biblical books written both in antiquity and today. In most cases, catena manuscripts are copies of one of those catenae within a specific tradition.

In this case, how do we make sense of the variety and variation in catena manuscripts without destroying the differences or despairing of their diversity? Michael Holmes describes the Greek New Testament textual tradition as one characterized by macrolevel stability and microlevel fluidity. He means that New Testament manuscripts largely and consistently give their texts with the same structure and content, and at the same time they differ often at the level of verses, sentences, single words, or characters. The concept of macrolevel stability and microlevel fluidity also makes sense of the textual tradition of catenae on the gospels, albeit allowing for more adaptation than one would expect in the Greek New Testament. The division of catenae into various types in the Clavis Patrum Graecorum (CPG), while not perfect, is a useful illustration of the different catenae that were composed in the sixth through the twelfth centuries. Each type roughly corresponds to a single catena on a biblical book, and the

11 Lamb, The Catena in Marcum, 60.
12 Lamb, The Catena in Marcum, 64.
13 Andrist shares this view on the catena textual tradition, explaining that a catena is “a single ‘opus,’ whose materialisation in a manuscript is a single ‘text-as-witness’” (“Toward a Definition,” 141, n. 82).
15 Maurits Geerard and Jacques Noret, eds., Clavis Patrum Graecorum: IV Concilia; Catenae, 2nd ed., CPG 4 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2018). Now updated online in the Clavis Clavium database: https://clavis.brepols.net/clacla. The CPG classifications for each biblical book are based on published work and sometimes need revision based on the latest findings. For example, Theodora Panella, “Re-classifying the Pseudo-Oikoumenian Catena Types for Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians,” in Receptions of the Bible in Byzantium: Texts, Manuscripts, and Their Readers, ed. Reinhart
contents of catena manuscripts can be classified as copies of these types. Within each type of catena, most manuscripts usually give the same scholia in approximately the same way. Thus, as Mathilde Aussedat concludes, “even if there are some losses and alterations in the course of their manuscript transmission, [the exegetical catenae] can be treated as a fixed corpus.” The variety of types demonstrates that those responsible for later catenae deliberately created new compilations—even if they used existing catenae as a source for the new work. The newer compositions often did not replace the older ones; both continued to be circulated and copied. The CPG classifications generally reflect macrolevel stability. Yet at the microlevel, there are many differences. Since the catenae themselves were composed of edited extracts from multiple sources, they were susceptible to adaptation and addition by later users. Still, even with microlevel changes within catena manuscripts, the texts can usually be recognized as belonging to one type. This view better accounts for the combination of stability and fluidity in the manuscript tradition of Greek New Testament catenae than the open-book theory and suggests that within a catena type the text is stable enough that it could be the primary text of a manuscript.

That the tradition of catena manuscripts within a type evidences macrolevel stability and microlevel fluidity can be seen in the catenae related to Codex Zacynthius (Cambridge, University Library, MS Add. 10062; GA 040; Diktyon 73,427). The undertext in this palimpsest manuscript contains a frame catena with the complete biblical text for most of Luke 1–11; gaps in the scripture and catena exist where pages were lost when the parchment was reused to produce GA L299. The catena on Luke found in Codex Zacynthius, identified as type C137.3 in the CPG, is classified within the Codices Singuli category because Zacynthius was then the only known witness to its text. Panagiotis Manafis identified an additional catena manuscript that belongs to the Zacynthian type: Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Pal. gr. 273 (Diktyon 66,005), a fragmentary frame catena manuscript with an abridged biblical text covering part of Luke 1–4, including places where Codex Zacynthius is lacunose. This manuscript was previously classified as a Codex Singulus in the CPG as C137.5 following Max Rauer's

---


Catenae that sourced scholia from earlier catenae rather than the direct tradition of an author are called secondary catenae. On this phenomenon, see Gilles Dorival, “La postérité littéraire des chaînes exégétiques grecques,” Revue des études byzantines 43 (1985): 212. Likewise, see Jeremiah Coogan’s contribution in this issue on the recycling of scholia from a catena on a different biblical book for a new composition (“Doubled Recycling: The Gospel according to Mark in Late Ancient Catena Commentary”).

Andrist and Maniaci, “Codex’s Contents,” 378. Andrist and Maniaci highlight the inherent ambiguity of determining how much difference between texts in a fluid tradition is required to call one copy a new work: “Fluid traditions, where one finds radically reworked copies of a work, are an even more difficult challenge…. How large must the difference between two avatars of a single textual tradition be before we go from considering them witnesses of the same work to seeing them as two independent works? There is probably no definitive answer to this question.”
assessment. Manafis shows that this manuscript is a copy of the Zacynthian catena type. Another witness to the catena found in Codex Zacynthius is Paris, BnF, suppl. grec. 612 (GA 747; Diktyon 53347), a frame catena manuscript that contains an abridgment of the Zacynthian type—including 197 of the 335 scholia found in Codex Zacynthius with some additions from John Chrysostom—and includes the full Gospel of Luke. The Paris manuscript was also classified within the Codices Singuli category as C137.2. Given its affiliation with Zacynthius and the identification of Pal. gr. 273 as another witness to the type, these designations should be reevaluated. Manafis observes that the catena text in Pal. gr. 273 is “almost identical” to the catena in Codex Zacynthius and to the text in GA 747 where it shares scholia. On the other hand, when the scholia in the Zacynthian-type manuscripts are present in the direct tradition of the author or in the catena of Nicetas of Heraclea—who used this catena as a source—extensive variants exist. Therefore, the catena texts of Pal. gr. 273 and Suppl. grec. 612 are copied as a witness to the catena text. Moreover, the biblical text in Pal. gr. 273 differs significantly from Codex Zacynthius. The biblical text in the latter manuscript has been described as one of the three best witnesses to the earliest form of Luke. The Vatican codex, however, follows a more common Byzantine biblical text. The biblical text in Palatinus was therefore taken from a source different from that of the catena or, if the copyist was reliant on a single exemplar, the standardization of the biblical text had already occurred. This is significant because it uncouples the catena and biblical text in catena manuscripts as a single work. The transmission of the C137.3 catena demonstrates the macrolevel stability and microlevel fluidity that occurs within each catena type.

21 Panagiotis Manafis, “A New Witness to the Catena of Codex Zacynthius,” ZAC 26 (2022): 371–401. Based on these findings, Pal. gr. 273 has been reclassified to C137.3 in the Clavis Clavium.
23 Again, this designation follows Rauer, who noted the affiliation between GA 747 and Pal. gr. 273 but did not connect these to the catena of Codex Zacynthius: Rauer, Die Homilien zu Lukas, liii and ivi.
The transmission of catenae in manuscripts is far less bewildering and chaotic when it is recognized that there is no single catena Urtext that has been freely changed over centuries—at least in the gospels. Instead, various catenae were compiled in the sixth to twelfth centuries, and each of these was transmitted in further copies. Reframing the textual history of catenae to account for the development of new catenae and allowing for some flexibility in the copying of a particular type recognizes that the fluidity of the text need not limit the possible paratextual relationships in Greek New Testament catena manuscripts.

2.2. The Presentation of the Catenae in Manuscripts

Andrist and Maniaci asked: “Does the page layout decide which one is the plain text?” Greek New Testament catena manuscripts generally appear in two layouts. Frame catenae place the biblical text in the center of the page with the scholia arranged in the outer margins and, occasionally, the gutter. Alternating catenae present both the biblical text and the scholia in a single block, alternating between biblical lemmata and scholia. Of the 472 entries in the CATENA project’s Catena Catalogue database, 185 manuscripts are in frame format (39 percent), 276 have an alternating format (59 percent), 5 mix frame and alternating format in different books (1 percent), and 6 contain only marginal scholia (1 percent). A catena manuscript’s mise en page may indeed shape the way the catena texts are conceived by readers and how they relate to the biblical text in the same manuscript.

Frame catenae generate more immediate questions about paratextuality due to the clear distinction between the two works in these codices. Yet alternating catenae, which are more common, raise the same salient questions about paratextuality between the biblical text and the catenae, making them an important source for determining what kind of text catenae are and how they relate to the biblical text. One of the striking features of alternating catenae

---

29 Andrist and Maniaci, “Codex’s Contents,” 386.
31 Catena Catalogue database: https://purl.org/itsee/catena-catalogue. Figures accessed 13 December 2022. This search excludes manuscripts with commentaries by Chrysostom, Theophylact, and Zigabenus not classified as catenae in the CPG.
33 It is worth noting that in “Toward a Definition,” Andrist limited the discussion to frame catenae (141).
34 The importance of alternating catenae was also demonstrated in Lorrain, “Autour du Vaticanus gr. 762,” 67–95.
is that, despite the varieties in the formatting and amount of biblical text, the catena itself is copied consistently. An example from Luke 1 in the C130 catena tradition illustrates this point. Table 1 (appended) displays the arrangement of the biblical text and scholia in seven Greek New Testament manuscripts: five in alternating format and two in frame format. These seven codices all contain forms of the C130 catena on Luke.\textsuperscript{35} The five alternating catenae contain the earliest catena on Luke, Type C130.1 in the CPG, likely formed in the sixth century and attributed pseudonymously to the fourth-century bishop Titus of Bostra.\textsuperscript{36} The two frame catenae belong to Type C130.2, which expands the earliest catena with fourteen additional scholia. All the manuscripts are dated to the tenth century except for GA 807, from the twelfth century.\textsuperscript{37} The seven manuscripts are: (1) GA 033 (Munich, Universitätsbibliothek, Cim. 16 [= 2° Cod. MS 30]; Diktyon 45102), a manuscript with the full biblical text in majuscule script and an alternating catena; (2) GA 055 (Paris BnF, Grec. 201; Diktyon 49771), a manuscript with an abridged biblical text in minuscule script for Luke and an alternating catena; (3) GA 807 (Athens, Library of the Hellenic Parliament 1; Diktyon 1097), a manuscript with the full biblical text and an alternating catena; (4) GA 1411 (Athens, National Library of Greece 95; Diktyon 2391), a manuscript with an abridged biblical text and an alternating catena; (5) GA 2110 (Paris, BnF, Grec. 702; Diktyon 50283), a manuscript with an abridged biblical text and an alternating catena; (6) GA 20 (Paris, BnF, Grec. 188; Diktyon 49757), a manuscript with the full biblical text and a frame catena; and finally, (7) GA 773 (Athens, National Library of Greece 56; Diktyon 2352), a manuscript with the full biblical text and a frame catena.

Table 1 displays the arrangement of the biblical text and scholia for Luke 1:1–4 in these manuscripts. The catena usually begins with an introductory scholium (001a) followed by seven explanations (002–008). Two significant textual additions should be noted. GA 055 adds a second introductory comment (001b) before the first biblical lemma that is not present in any of the other manuscripts in this table. It does appear, however, in other catenae on Luke within the C130 type.\textsuperscript{38} The added scholium (001b) appears in the text of other catena types: C131, C132, and C137.3. While beyond the scope of this article, these four catena types developed alongside one another, and some were used as sources for the composition of the others. Therefore, finding some instances of interpolation in the manuscripts formed after all four catenae were in circulation is not surprising. The second addition, found in the two frame catenae, GA 20 and GA 773, adds a lengthy extract (002b) to the interpretation of Luke 1:1. This scholium appears in all but one of the seven frame catenae of type C130 but rarely in any of

\textsuperscript{35} The C130 catenae on Luke were previously grouped in one large category despite Joseph Reuss having identified subcategories within it (see n. 36). Based on my doctoral thesis, the editors of the Clavis Clavium database have agreed to restructure the C130 class into four subgroups: C130.1, C130.2, C130.3, and C130.4. This reflects the pattern classification of the corresponding “Type A” catenae on Matthew and John.


\textsuperscript{37} The only manuscript of C130 dated earlier than the tenth century is Moscow, State Historical Museum, Syn. gr. 384 (Diktyon 44009). This undigitized manuscript could not be consulted nor images commissioned due to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

\textsuperscript{38} Within C130, BnF Grec. 701 (Diktyon 50282) includes it in the margins, GA 1366 (Diktyon 66421) includes it in the text in the same way as GA 055, and GA 2453 (Diktyon 18806) and BAV Vat. gr. 1692 (Diktyon 68321) replace the usual introduction (001a) with this addition (001b).
the alternating catenae. The scholium is attributed to Photius of Constantinople (820–891 CE) in the eleventh-century catena by Nicetas of Heraclea. Since these are copies of a catena first composed in the sixth century, this scholium is clearly a later addition to the tradition, which commonly occurred with exegetical extracts from Photius in catenae on the gospels and other biblical books. Of the fifty-four Photian scholia found throughout all the catenae in Luke that are given in Joseph Reuss’s *Lukas-Kommentare*, only thirteen are added into the three manuscripts Reuss used for this type in his apparatus, and these rarely appear in all three, indicating an idiosyncratic or selective pattern of interpolation rather than a systematic revision of this type. Perhaps the use of the frame format permitted adaptation that was more difficult to accommodate in the copying of alternating catenae.

Apart from these rare expansions, the catena has been copied almost identically despite the different ways biblical text has been incorporated. GA 033 and GA 807 give the full biblical text of Luke 1:1–4 in one larger section, albeit placed differently in each, then repeat the relevant short *lemmata* as an internal reference within the catena in the same order as the other manuscripts. Thus, their arrangement approximates the frame catenae where the full biblical text is present in the manuscript, but the commentary still includes short biblical *lemmata*. The alternating catenae with an abridged biblical text give only the same brief *lemmata* as the other full text manuscripts, and only one of these includes a complete verse (Luke 1:4). In fact, if the text in abridged manuscripts replaced the commentary sections in the manuscripts with a full biblical text, the manuscript would be essentially the same. This communicates two important aspects of catenae. First, the short biblical *lemmata* are an integrated part of the commentary, and their repetition in catena manuscripts regardless of format suggests these are texts being copied as a witness. In a sense these are commentaries with only references to the biblical text as hooks to organize the explanations. The *lemmata* are reference points—some direct quotations of the scriptures of varying lengths and allusions to the text—that should be treated like the witnesses to the biblical text in citations from early Christian writers. Second, Andrist asserted that the scholia could only be a paratext and not a text in frame catenae because “they lose their relevance when separated from the corresponding biblical texts.” However, the presence of the same catena detached from a continuous or complete biblical text in other manuscripts signals that these commentaries are relevant on their own because the short

---

41 Reuss created a subcategory within his Type A group (C130 in the CPG), called *die erweiterte Grundform* (“the extended basic form,” now C130.2). This group of catenae extensively expand the initial catena on Luke with scholia from Photius: Reuss, *Lukas-Kommentare*, xi–xii. See also Reuss, “Die Evangelienkatenen,” 207–16.
42 Lorrain, “Autour du Vaticanus gr. 762,” 81. Lorrain describes the direct quote or paraphrase of the biblical text within the catena as an internal reference (“référence interne”) and the presentation of the biblical text outside the catena as an external reference (“référence externe”).
43 Thus, as Lorrain concludes: “Il est indispensable d’éditer la chaîne avec le texte biblique qu’elle transmet” (“It is essential to edit the catena with the biblical text that it transmits”) (“Éditer les chaînes exégétiques grecques,” 238).
44 The INTF does not consider catena manuscripts with an abridged biblical text as bona fide Greek New Testament manuscripts and does not assign them Gregory-Aland numbers. Codices like GA 055 and GA 1411 with an abridged biblical text were cataloged in the *Liste* during an earlier period when this principle was less established.
45 Andrist, “Toward a Definition,” 143.
biblical lemmata are integrated into the commentary text. When the lemmata within the commentary are repeated on the same page as the full text of the scriptures as found in the frame catenae, the two works are each intelligible on their own even though they relate closely to one another. In these cases, other factors must be considered to determine whether the scholia or the scriptures is the main text in frame catena manuscripts.

This analysis indicates that the alternating catenae without the full biblical text are in fact simply a type of commentary manuscript. The biblical text in these manuscripts, even when distinguished by some form of visual delimitation, is part of the work, and no paratextual relationship exists because there is no subordination of either text. These lemmata are reference points helping to make sense of the exegetical extracts but are not a separate text themselves. Catena manuscripts with the commentary and the full biblical text are more complex and open to paratextual relationships. In these codices, there are two potential primary pieces of content, the biblical text and the catena. Since the dependency is unclear, regardless of the mise en page, another line of approach needs to be taken in order to identify the primary text—the raison d'être must be determined. Are there signs in the arrangement of the catena text and the biblical text that indicate that the primary reason this manuscript existed was to have a commentary or to have the New Testament? When thinking about why a manuscript may have been produced, it certainly is true that if a community or individual only wanted a copy of the biblical text, it would have been more efficient and useful to have a copy of only the New Testament without the catena. On the other hand, while the catena stands as an independent text, it can be beneficial to have the complete biblical text as a point of reference for understanding the scholia—especially when larger units of the text are being explained. Likewise, having explanations of the biblical text alongside a copy of the New Testament can be useful for understanding what is read. Any of these scenarios is plausible.

Codex Zacynthius is a manuscript in which the biblical text, in frame format, exists primarily to facilitate the use of the commentary. Hugh Houghton and David Parker note seventeen occasions where the biblical text in Zacynthius was repeated on subsequent pages because the commentary on those verses extended beyond the initial page. Remarkably, Luke 2:21 and Luke 9:1 were written three times because of the extensive exegetical scholia. Likewise, GA 050 (Diktyon 48524), another early catena manuscript on John, frequently repeats biblical text at the point where the commentary extends over multiple folios. The scribe copied the

---

46 In this sense, the lemma might have hypertextual valence—pointing to the full biblical text—within the context of a metatextual work. See Gilles Dorival, “The Bible, Commentaries, Scholia, and Other Literary Forms,” in On the Fringe of Commentary: Metatextuality in Ancient Near Eastern and Ancient Mediterranean Cultures, ed. Sydney H. Aufrère et al., Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 232 (Leuven: Peeters, 2014), 171–73; Genette, Palimpsests, 1–10.
47 Andrist, Canart, and Maniaci, La syntaxe du codex, 51, 104–8; Andrist and Maniaci, “Codex’s Contents,” 370–73.
48 Andrist also highlights the value of deducing a manuscript’s purpose in order to understand the paratextuality of its constituent parts: “From the producers’ point of view, these paratexts were entirely in service of the book’s theme, since their raison d’être is (to put it in modern terms) to help mediate the biblical content to the readers” (“Toward a Definition,” 141).
51 Fragments of GA 050 are split between four holding institutions: Oxford, Christ Church, Wake 2; Athens, National Library of Greece, 1371; Athos, Dionysiou Monastery, 71; and Moscow, State Historical Museum, Syn. gr. 119.
first part of John 1:1 five times, John 3:5 three times, John 4:12 twice, John 20:15 twice, and John 20:17 three times.52 GA 0141 (Paris, BnF, Gr. 209; Diktyon 49779) is another catena manuscript with a repetitious biblical text, this time in alternating format. In this case, extensive blocks of scholia are broken up with the repetition of the same lemmata, imitating the practice of the frame catenae.

This suggests that the full biblical text in these manuscripts was not copied so that readers had a fresh copy of Luke or John.53 Rather, it seems the biblical text was included as a reference point for the commentary. The catenist envisaged the scriptures to be read alongside the catena and believed it essential in making sense of the interpretations as seen in the preface to the catena in Codex Zacynthius:

I thought that it was indispensable to add this to the present introduction as a clarification and explanation for those who encounter it. For they should know that those who have interpreted this divinely-inspired scripture have not only been carried in different ways in their ideas but, indeed, have not divided the very words of the same divine scripture identically, and have laid out their interpretation accordingly. For one of them made their exposition setting out more words and another fewer… So one ought to read the first and the second or even the third chapter of the text of the divine scripture, and the accompanying interpretations in this manner so that the ideas may be easily comparable for those who encounter them.54

The preface to the catena describes the biblical text on the page in this manuscript as an aid to fully comprehending the commentary, indicating that the purpose of this catena manuscript was to have a commentary. In this case, the expected relationship of paratextuality in which the catena is the paratext has been inverted. To put it another way, even in frame catenae, the biblical text is not always the primary text. Manuscripts with a repetitious biblical text—the opposite of an abbreviated text and yet equally useless for reading the scriptural material—privilege the commentary at the expense of the scriptures despite their respective positions on the page. In a similar manner, the alternating catenae with the full biblical text also decentralize the biblical text because the reading pattern for the scriptures is obstructed by the commentary. Jeremiah Coogan discusses how the segmentation of a text through devices such as

52 Thanks are due to Hugh Houghton for drawing my attention to this manuscript. Kurt Treu observed, “Der Kommentar ist so so umfangreich, daß die Lemmata mehrfach wiederholt werden müssen.” See Kurt Treu, Die griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments in der UdSSR: Eine systematische Auswertung der Texthandschriften in Leningrad, Moskau, Kiev, Odessa, Tbilisi und Erevan, TU 91 (Berlin: Akademie, 1966), 263. See also Barbara Ehlers, “Eine Katene zum Johannes-Evangelium in Moskau, auf dem Athos (Dionysiou), in Athen und in Oxford (050),” in Materialien zur Neutestamentlichen Handschriftenkunde, ed. Kurt Aland, ANTF 3 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1969), 96–133.

53 Alan Taylor Farnes reaches the same conclusion about GA 0141 and its descendents (GA 821 [Diktyon 40150] and possibly GA 1370 [Diktyon 9323]), which are alternating catenae that repeat and omit the biblical text at various points: Simply Come Copying: Direct Copies as Test Cases in the Quest for Scribal Habits, WUNT 2/481 (Tübingen, Mohr Siebeck, 2019), 173–76. It is worth noting that these catena manuscripts on John are all witnesses to the same type of catena (C145): Joseph Reuss, Matthäus-, Markus- und Johannes-Katenen nach den handschriftlichen Quellen untersucht, NTAbh 18.4–5 (Münster: Aschendorff, 1941), 210–15.

ekthesis, titles, and the Eusebian apparatus “facilitates nonlinear reading.” The actual segmentation of the biblical text makes this practice nearly compulsory by making a linear reading of the biblical text cumbersome. The intended mode of reading provides one clue to the reason a manuscript was produced.

Titles are a paratextual feature that sheds light on the paratextual relationship between the biblical text and the scholia in catena manuscripts. One of the primary functions of the inscription before the beginning of a work is to signal to readers what they will be reading, which conveys information about the content and sets the readers’ expectations for the reading experience. Though the titles in Greek New Testament manuscripts are not uniform, the titles in the gospels usually involve some form of εὐαγγέλιον κατὰ plus the name of the evangelist: Ματθαίον, Μᾶρκον, Λουκᾶν, or Ἰωάννην. GA 139 (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. gr. 758; Diktyon 67389) is an eleventh-century frame catena manuscript of Luke and John with the full biblical text. It appears in the same visual format as many manuscripts of the gospels, containing painted evangelist portraits on the versos immediately prior to the first folios of the gospel texts. On the first page of the gospel, an illuminated ribbon in a floral pattern appears above the title to the gospel, and the title is signaled with a cross and written in red ink immediately above the biblical text. However, instead of writing the expected version of “according to Luke or John,” the title given is Ἐρμηνεῖαι διαφόρων ἐρμηνευτῶν εἰς τὸ κατὰ λουκᾶν [or ἱωάννην] ἁγίον εὐαγγέλιον (“Interpretations of various interpreters of the holy gospel according to Luke [or John]”) (fols. 2r, 87r). Therefore, GA 139 is a codex that, based on layout and form of the biblical text, could intend the scriptures to be the main text and the catena as a paratext but gives as the title for the work—placed as a heading over the sacred text—a title for the com-


56 Aussedat, “Une pratique érudite de lecture des textes bibliques,” 554. Aussedat determined that the layout and linking signs of the frame catenae on Jeremiah in her study indicate that these codices were also not designed for linear reading.


58 Andrist, “Limits of Paratexts/Paracontents,” 229: “They tell the readers how the text should be read and, beyond this, how the work should be understood.”

This suggests that the purpose of this manuscript was to have a commentary on Luke and John rather than primarily to have a copy of the gospels. Catena manuscripts, even those of the same type, do not always have the same titles. Among the manuscripts cited in table 1 that are witnesses to the C130 catena on Luke, GA 773 (frame, full) has standard titles for the gospels that make no mention of the commentary; GA 033 (alternating, full), GA 055 (alternating, abridged), GA 20 (frame, full), GA 807 (alternating, full), and GA 2110 (alternating, abridged) give titles for the commentary only; and GA 1411 gives both a gospel title and a commentary title. In this case the only extant gospel title is in Luke, and it is simply the word Λουκᾶς positioned above the text where a running title would normally be written. The commentary title, however, is written in semimajuscule script above the beginning of the main text with a decorative line drawn above it. These visual features indicate it has priority, and the title “Luke” written in the margins may function as a reference or heading. Based on this small sample, the alternating catenae are most likely to have a title designating the contents of the manuscript as a commentary, but the frame catenae may have a standard title for the gospel or give the commentary title as in GA 139. The titles, as well as other paratexts, offer insight into the paratextuality of the texts in Greek New Testament manuscripts, regardless of their format.

The presentation of the catena text, the division of the biblical text, and the ascription of the work indicates that the raison d’être for some catena manuscripts was to have a copy of the catena with the New Testament text rather than to have a copy of the New Testament with the catena as a supplement. In such cases, the scriptures are best understood as a paratext to the catena even when their layout and script makes the scripture visually preeminent.

2.3. The Composition of the Catenae

The composition of a catena reflects an intentional design by the compiler that resulted in a new compilation that can be classified as a work. At the level of the extracts, scholia were selected from other collections or directly from manuscripts of an early Christian’s writing and then edited to fit into the catena. In his study of the catena in Matthew, Joseph Reuss observed that the catenists took exegetical and theological material without the practical exhortations that were also part of the homilies from which these came. Then they strung the comments

60 Christoph Markschies contends that the titles accompanying catenae are not actual titles as for a book but merely descriptions of the compilation process: “Schon bei den zitierten griechischen Titeln aus den Handschriften handelt es sich ja nicht um regelrechte Buchtitel, die auf ein literarisches Genre Bezug nehmen, sondern vielmehr um eine schlichte Beschreibung des Sammlungsvorangs, der der Publikation vorausging.” See Christoph Markschies, “Wie wurde antike christliche Bibelexegese überliefert und wie soll sie folglich ediert werden?,” in Handschriften- und Textforschung heute: Zur Überlieferung der griechischen Literatur; Festschrift für Dieter Harlfinger aus Anlass seines 70. Geburtstages, ed. Christian Brockman, Daniel Deckers, Lutz Koch, and Stefano Valente, Serta Graeca 30 (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 2014), 149. This seems too fine a distinction.


together by adding introductory or transitional phrases to form a coherent work. The comments themselves were typically edited from the direct source to accommodate the catena. These changes may range from the alteration of verb tenses to even making a new paraphrase of a source.\textsuperscript{63} The selection and editorial process unique to each type of catena results in a new work distinct from the other commentaries circulating at the same time.

A similar pattern also exists on a large plane across the gospels. Catenae were composed as a systematic project for interpreting the scriptures, and those on a particular corpus were meant to be read together. In the gospels, the same persons usually composed catenae for three of the gospels—Matthew, Luke, and John—and these catenae were often bound together in the same manuscripts.\textsuperscript{64} One case is the earliest catena on Matthew (C110.1), Luke (C130), and John (C140.1). Two aspects of the composition of these catenae point toward the catenist’s intent for these to be read together. First, the catenist likely formed the catena in the order Matthew–John–Luke, an order that is reflected in many of the manuscripts with these catena types that differs from the order found in most other catena manuscripts on the gospels.\textsuperscript{65} Reorganizing the usual order of the gospels seems to have facilitated the interpretive goals of the catenist. Matthew and John have fewer parallels and held a place of priority in early Christianity, so they were interpreted first. Then Luke was read next as another gospel with non-Matthean material. The omission of Mark appears to be an intentional choice because it offered little new information after the other gospels were read.\textsuperscript{66} Second, the catenist took a distinctive approach to composing the catena in Luke. Instead, at these points a comment was added—often signaled with a script change or other distinguishing mark—that listed either chapter titles or explicit references to the text in Luke that were being skipped and concluded with the phrase \textit{προεγράφη εἰς τὸ κατὰ Ματθαίον} (“it has already been written in [the Gospel] according to Matthew”).\textsuperscript{67} Since the C130 catena on Luke is nearly always included in manuscripts with the C110.1 catena on Matthew, it is evident that the reader was being directed back to the catenist’s work on Matthew. And since these interventions correspond to the Eusebian apparatus along with the \textit{kephalaia} and \textit{titloi}, the reader could use those paratexts to refer to the correct place in Matthew.\textsuperscript{68} In this way, each catena on a gospel was not conceived only as

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\item On the techniques of editing scholia from their sources, see Carmelo Curti, \textit{La catena palestinese sui Salmi graduali: Introduzione, edizione critica, traduzione, note di commento e indici} (Catania: Università di Catania, 2003), xii. On these techniques in later Byzantine edited collections, see Panagiotis Manafis, “The \textit{Excerpta Anonymi} and the Constantinian Excerpts,” Byzantinoslavica \textbf{75} (2017): 250–64; and Panagiotis Manafis, \textit{(Re)writing History in Byzantium: A Critical Study of Collections of Historical Excerpts} (London: Routledge, 2020), 26–42.
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a standalone work but as a part of a larger project across the gospels. While no other catenist used the same cross-references appearing in the C130 catena on Luke, each of the catenists in the gospels seems to have completed work on at least Matthew, Luke, and John, which are frequently contained in the same codices, often with one of the separately written catenae on Mark added.\(^69\) Having been bound together consistently, though not invariably, supports the argument that the catenae themselves are works and that copies of them are witnesses. The composition of the catenae, both internally in the editing of the scholia and externally in their correlation to other catenae on the gospels by the same catenist, reinforces that the catenae were conceived as a work that maintains its relevance and meaning with or without the full biblical text.

### 3. Conclusion

Catena manuscripts obscure the conventional distinctions between text and paratext that are usually clear in Greek New Testament manuscripts. The questions about the nature of catena texts and the ambiguities in catena manuscripts have led to their being viewed merely as paratextual explanations of the biblical text that were secondary to the sacred words on the same page.\(^70\) The transmission of the catenae, the presentation of the text on the page, and their composition establishes that Greek New Testament catena manuscripts usually constitute copies of an existing text rather than the free work of the scribe. It is also apparent that in some manuscripts—especially in alternating catenae with the full biblical text and in frame catenae, like Codex Zacynthius—the biblical text often should be understood as a paratext facilitating the use of the commentary.\(^71\) Recognizing this pattern of paratextuality does not mean all catena manuscripts exhibit this paratextual relationship. Catena manuscripts in alternating format

---

\(^{69}\) Owing to their exceptional length, the catenae compiled by Nicetas of Heraclea are copied in codices covering only one book. The Nicetas catenae are the ones about which the most complete information on the date and place of their composition exists: Christos T. Krikones, Συνέγγραψη Πατέρων εἰς τὸ κατὰ Λουκᾶν Εὐαγγέλιον: Ὑπὸ Νικῆτα Ἑρακλειας (Κατὰ τὸν Κωδικὸν Ἱβηρών 371), Βοιωτικὸ Ναίμα Καὶ Μέλεται 9 (Thessaloniki: Kentron Byzantinon Ereunon, 1976), 17–25; Bram Roosen, “The Works of Nicetas Heracleensis (ὁ τοῦ Σερρῶν),” Byzantion 69 (1999): 135–38.

\(^{70}\) For example, Daniel B. Wallace, “Medieval Manuscripts and Modern Evangelicals: Lessons from the Past, Guidance for the Future,” JETS 60 (2017): 30–32: “The sacred writings are marked out in a special way and are considered of greater importance than the commentary. These medieval scribes understood the significance of Scripture and made sure to highlight it over *comments* about it” (emphasis original).

with an abridged biblical text are best understood as a single commentary text with the short *lemmata* as an integrated part of the work. The question remains open concerning frame or full-text alternating catenae without the indicators described in this article. Nor does it mean that textual scholars are misguided in using the biblical text in some of these manuscripts as a source for the initial text of the New Testament. Rather, it may add nuance and understanding to peculiarities found in these manuscripts. In that case, recognizing these manuscripts as catena manuscripts—which is not readily apparent in the Gregory-Aland system—and understanding the paratextuality of the biblical text or catena text makes for better evaluations of them as witnesses to the Greek New Testament. Additionally, clarifying the nature of the catena as a work, regardless of whether or not it is a paratext in a particular manuscript, enhances the understanding of these texts and invites further studies on their development and editions of different catenae on each biblical book.

---

Table 1. The Organization of Catena C30 in Luke 1:1–4 (texts in bold are *lemmata*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuscript</th>
<th>Full/Alt.</th>
<th>Text 1</th>
<th>Text 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA 033 X</td>
<td>Full/Alt.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 20 X</td>
<td>Full/Frm.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 807 XII</td>
<td>Full/Alt.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 055 X</td>
<td>Abr/Alt.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 1411 X</td>
<td>Abr/Alt.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 2110 X</td>
<td>Abr/Alt.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 20 X</td>
<td>X/Fr.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 773 X</td>
<td>X/Fr.</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
<td>Luke 1a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Present after lemma*